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Russians are bracing for an expensive festive season as prices for some of the nation’s most-
loved New Year dishes surge and high inflation continues to eat into household budgets.

Olivier salad — a traditional mayonnaise-laden dish of potato, eggs and meat — is set to cost
15% more than last year, according to an analysis of official government price data by the
Izvestia newspaper. 

And the ingredients for herring under a fur coat — another traditional Russian New Year dish
of pickled herring layered under vegetables and topped with bright purple beetroot — are set
to cost 25% more than last year.

The so-called “Olivier Index” — which tracks the cost of ingredients needed to make four
servings of the salad — is used as a bellwether indicator of the cost of living for Russian
families.

https://iz.ru/1259114/evgeniia-pertceva/retcepty-rosta-olive-i-seledka-pod-shuboi-podorozhali-na-15-25


Inflation is currently running at a six-year high in Russia, with food prices having risen
dramatically over the last 18 months. That has hit Russian households — a majority of which
have no savings — hard, coming on the back of almost a decade of falling or stagnating living
standards. 

Related article: Russia’s Central Bank Demands End to Food Price Caps

The rising costs have also been a political headache for the Kremlin, which responded by
imposing price quotas and curbing agricultural exports — measures economists warned
would only exacerbate the problem over the long run.

The country’s Potato Union also warned Monday that Russia faces a potato shortfall in the
coming months. Harvest levels are flat compared to last year, but raw material prices have
risen by as much as 50%, some firms told Russia’s Agricultural Ministry at a meeting last
week, the Kommersant business paper reported. Potato prices have risen 79% over the last 12
months.

Prices for caviar — another favorite New Year delicacy across Russia — have also hit a record
high ahead of the holidays.

Russia’s agriculture industry — which has boomed since the Kremlin imposed
countersanctions on Western food imports in 2014 — has faced a difficult year, experts say,
with the pandemic disrupting the supply of seasonal migrant workers from nearby countries
and the global supply chain crunch driving up prices for key equipment and supplies such as
fertilizer.
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